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The kinetic effects on the ideal ballooning and interchange/Mercier modes are studied in model
equilibria for an L52 heliotron, large helical device ~LHD! @A. Iiyoshi et al., Nucl. Fusion 39, 1245
~1999!#. It is shown that the ion finite Larmor radius ~FLR! effect stabilizes the modes with high
toroidal mode number, n . On the other hand, the finite electron compressibility plays a double role,
and stabilizes the low-n modes as the ideal magnetohydrodynamic ~MHD! modes, while it
destabilizes the high-n modes. It is discussed that the inclusion of the compressibility impacts the
stability, and this effect is stronger in LHD than in a comparable tokamak, which is due to the larger
magnitude of the local curvature. As a result of the competition between the FLR and the
compressibility, it is shown in LHD that the low-n instabilities can become much weaker than that
expected by the ideal MHD, while the high-n instabilities are prone to remain unstable near the
plasma core region. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1584682#
I. INTRODUCTION
Pressure-driven instabilities are considered to suppress
the increase of the plasma beta, so that the stability of such
instabilities has been widely studied, both in tokamak and
helical plasmas. Many of these are based on the system of
ideal magnetohydrodynamic ~MHD! equations. This is a
single-fluid model, and consists of moment equations of the
kinetic equation and the Maxwell equations.1 Since many
assumptions are made to close the system of MHD equa-
tions, it is natural to start with a more exact formulation
when the assumptions come into question and we want to
investigate the more exact stability.
For this reason, one of the gyrokinetic, gyrofluid, or two-
fluid models is usually used to investigate the stability in-
cluding kinetic effects. For example, a very exact formula-
tion of the gyrokinetic model can be found in Ref. 2, in the
framework of the linear local ~ballooning! approximation.
The mode equations are usually integro-differential equa-
tions owing to the velocity dependence in the kinetic model,
and instead the assumptions for closure are made in the fluid
model. Since it is rather complicated to solve these models
numerically, mainstream analyses are concentrated on the
electrostatic modes in the case of helical plasmas.3–8 The
electrostatic modes are considered to belong to the drift
branch, such as the ion temperature gradient mode ~ITG!,
trapped electron mode ~TEM!, and so on. On the other hand,
the pressure-driven modes that we are studying are known to
belong to the shear-Alfve´n branch, which are the electromag-
netic modes.
The so-called kinetic ballooning mode ~KBM! equation
was derived by several authors,9–13 based on the electromag-
netic kinetic/fluid models. In deriving the KBM equation,
assumptions are imposed for the formal solution of the gy-
rokinetic equation for each species, to reduce the velocity
integration in the formulation and to emphasis specific phys-
ics. Although there are many versions of KBM equations
owing to the different assumptions, the resulting mode equa-
tion should include the counterpart of the MHD branch. In
this spirit, a linear local KBM equation similar to the MHD
ballooning mode equation was derived.9 It is beneficial to
use the KBM equation when we want to see the kinetic ef-
fects on the ideal MHD modes, since the mode equation is
such that terms related to the kinetic effects are added to the
MHD mode equation. This is essentially a one-dimensional
differential equation, so that the use of the KBM equation is
also advantageous in the viewpoint of the numerical calcula-
tions to investigate the stability of the kinetic shear-Alfve´n
modes, as long as the assumptions used are valid. So far,
many studies of the KBM stability have been done in the
tokamak plasmas,10–20 while there are only a few studies in
the helical plasmas.21
As is well known, the pressure-driven modes are classi-
fied into the ballooning and interchange/Mercier mode. It is
often argued that the Mercier instability comes into question
in the typical L52 heliotron, because the outer radius region
is prone to be in the magnetic hill. Thus the stability of the
Mercier or interchange modes is regarded in the helical plas-
mas more than in the tokamak plasmas. Recently it was
shown in the Large Helical Device ~LHD! experiments that
good particle confinement can be attained by shifting the
magnetic axis inward (Rax53.6@m#).22 On the other hand,
the inward shift of the axis makes the magnetic hill range
broad. Thus the Mercier stability was investigated in detail
theoretically.23 The observation of the low-n MHD mode
was also implemented,24 and the MHD activity was observed
at typical low-order rational surfaces. However, although the
experimental beta value has already been far over the theo-a!Electronic mail: yamagisi@nifs.ac.jp
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retical critical value for the Mercier mode, it has never been
reported that the MHD activity collapses the plasma in the
experiments. This suggests a potential that dynamics other
than the ideal MHD are concerned with the activity in LHD.
This is one of the motivations in this article, and the kinetic
effects on the ideal MHD modes are studied, using an LHD
configuration with Rax53.75@m# as a model equilibrium.25
In Sec. II, properties of LHD equilibria used in this study
are shown, and the Mercier stability and the results of the
quantization condition for the ideal modes are presented. In
Secs. III–VII, the kinetic results are shown. The conclusions
are given in Sec. VIII.
II. MHD EQUILIBRIUM OF LHD
In this section, we present the properties of the MHD
equilibria of LHD used, and the stability of the ideal modes,
in particular of the ideal interchange-like modes. The MHD
equilibria with fixed boundary are calculated by the VMEC
code.26 In the VMEC calculations, a pressure profile is
needed as an input, which should be consistent with the den-
sity and temperature profile needed for the kinetic analysis in
the next section. In this study, we simply assume ni5ne
[n0 and Ti5Te[T , so they are related to the pressure pro-
file as p52n0T . If, for example, T/T(0)512sl and
n0 /n0(0)512sm are assumed, then the pressure profile is
given as p/p(0)512sl2sm1sl1m. This pressure profile is
used in the VMEC calculation assuming the net current is
free. Here s is the normalized toroidal flux function. We call
#lm equilibrium for the above set of (l ,m).
In Fig. 1, the equilibrium quantities are shown for #14,
#18, #24 and #28 equilibrium, where the average beta is
^b&;1.8%. We also assume n0(0)53.0310119@m23# and
T(0)52.0@keV# , values which seem to be routinely ob-
tained in the experiments.27 Since the MHD equilibrium is
labeled by the beta value and we specify the physical value
of 2n0(0)T(0), the magnetic field strength is determined in
the physical dimension. In the case of ^b&;1.8%, B0
;1.1@T# for #14 and #18, and B0;1.3@T# for #24 and #28
equilibrium. Here R053.9@m# is the major radius defined by
the center of the helical coil and B0 is toroidally averaged
magnetic field at R5R0 . Since the density profile is assumed
to be very flat in #18 and #28, h i5d ln T/d ln n0 becomes
very large in the core region, as in Fig. 1~c!. @When n0 /T is
constant (l5m), h i51 everywhere.# In all cases, there ex-
ists broad Mercier unstable range (DM,0) as in Fig. 1~d!,
which is due mainly to the magnetic hill, as in Fig. 1~b!.
In Fig. 2, the ideal growth rate obtained by solving the
ideal ballooning mode equation28 is plotted versus normal-
ized toroidal flux, s and ballooning parameter, uk . Here the
field line label Ma is taken to be p, which corresponds to a
field line passing through the utmost point from the major
axis on the horizontally elongated poloidal cross section.
Here M is the number of the field periods in the toroidal
direction, and M510 for LHD. As shown in Fig. 2~a! where
uk5p is assumed, the radial profile of growth rate is similar
to the Mercier index 2DM , and this suggests that the local
modes with uk;p correspond to the interchange ~Mercier!
branch in LHD.29–31 In fact, the correspondence of the Mer-
cier unstable range and unstable range from ballooning equa-
tion with uk5p becomes better as we consider longer dis-
tance along the field line.32 This branch has weak a
dependence so that the quantization condition28 can be ap-
plied.
By using the quantization condition, the global toroidal
mode number n tor is related to the quantized growth rate as28
n tor52p~Nr1 12!/V~v!, ~1!
where Nr is a radial node number and is taken to be zero for
the most unstable modes. Here V is determined by following
a ray trajectory in the (q ,uk ,a) space for a fixed v. The ray













FIG. 1. Equilibrium quantities as a function of radial label s , in #14, #18,
#24 and #28 equilibrium at ^b&;1.8%. ~a! Pressure profile normalized by
B0
2/2m0 . ~b! Measure of magnetic well (V9.0 corresponds to the magnetic
hill!. ~c! h i5d ln Ti /d ln ni . ~d! Mercier coefficient (DM,0 indicates insta-
bility!.
FIG. 2. Ideal growth rates in same equilibria as in Fig. 1. ~a! Growth rate as
a function of s with Ma5p and uk5p which correspond to interchange
branch. ~b! Growth rate as a function of uk with Ma5p . Radial label, s is
chosen so as to give maximum in right figure.
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where l(q ,uk ,a)5v2 is the growth rate squared for the
ideal modes, and the dot represents the derivative with re-
spect to dummy time.
It is noted that the ballooning eigenvalue is obtained as
(v/vA)2}rm(s)v2. Usually rm5min05const is assumed
when the quantization is applied in the MHD case. In our
case with specifying density profile n0 , the quantization
must be done for the growth rate normalized, not to the func-
tion of spatial variable, but to the constant, since the quan-
tized growth rate is such as one defined for a whole plasma.
We choose the normalizing factor as the Alfve´n frequency at
the axis, vA(0), so that the growth rate obtained is multi-
plied by An0(0)/n0(s).
In the axisymmetric case without a dependence, V is the
area circled by the ray in the q-uk plane, V2D[rukdq . In
the 3D case, it is given by the average distance of the ray in
the negative a direction, Da, while the ray circles once in the
q-uk plane. It is clear from Eq. ~2! that when a dependence
of l is negligible, it reduces as V3D[Da;2ra˙dt
5rukq˙dt5rukdq5V2D . Thus if the a dependence of the
eigenvalue is very weak, the 2D formula V2D5rukdq will
give a good estimate. Since V2D is the area of ellipse in the
q-uk plane, we can estimate V more simply as follows. For a
fixed a5a0 and the center of interchange branch, uk5uk0
(5p). We calculate the local dispersion relation
l(q ,uk0 ,a0)5v2. This curve is usually parabolic on q , so
that the interval Dq between two zero points of function
y(q)5l(q)2l0 can be estimated for a fixed eigenvalue l0 .
Similarly for fixed q5q0 , such that the minimum ~the most
unstable! eigenvalue is given by MIN@l(q ,uk0 ,a0)#
5l(q0 ,uk0 ,a0), the local dispersion relation l(q0 ,uk ,a0)
5v2 is calculated, and we obtain Duk . Then the area of
ellipse for fixed l can be approximated by V.p(Dq/2)
3(Duk/2).
An example of the quantization result for the ideal mode
is shown in Fig. 3, where an LHD equilibrium with p/p(0)
5(12s2)2 at ^b&51.0% is considered. The squares and
circles show the results using V3D and V2D , respectively,
and triangles show the approximated results with V
.p(Dq/2)(Duk/2). In this equilibrium the a dependence of
l is very weak, as shown by the ray trajectory in the left
frame of Fig. 3, and it can be seen that the results using
different methods to estimate V are reasonably on a curve.
The last method is more practicable than the ray tracing,
since it is still a hard task to obtain the local dispersion,
l(s ,uk ,a) with fine meshes.
At this beta, ^b&;1.0%, the ballooning branch near uk
;0 does not dominate yet, and the g is parabolic on uk , as
shown in Fig. 2~b!. However, it can be confirmed that the
ballooning branch arises with larger growth rate near uk;0
at higher beta.30,31 Thus when beta becomes so high that the
ballooning branch breaks the parabolic g-uk curve, the quan-
tization may fail.
III. KINETIC BALLOONING MODE EQUATION
There are many versions of the kinetic ballooning mode
~KBM! equations9–13,33 in the linear local approximation.
The KBM equation is derived by substituting the formal so-
lution of the gyrokinetic equation for the ion and electron,
which is written in terms of the perturbed electromagnetic
potentials, into the quasi-neutral condition and Ampe`re’s law.
In this study, we concentrate on modes in the intermediate
frequency regime; v ti ,vbi,v,v te ,vbe . Then
v ti /v ,vbi /v ,v/v te and v/vbe can be used as small expan-
sion parameters. Here v t j;v th, j /R0 and vb j
;Ae0v th, j /(R0 /M ) are the transit frequency and bounce fre-
quency for helically trapped particles respectively, where M
is number of field periods, e0 is the inverse aspect ratio,
v th, j5A2T j /m j is the thermal velocity, T j is the temperature
and m j is the mass, for species j5e or i , electron or ion. In
the following, mi /me51836 is assumed.
Then, the KBM equation valid in the intermediate re-
gime is given as @Eq. ~3.42! of Ref. 9#
d







I~v¯ !5v¯2a1i , ~4!
FIG. 3. ~Left! Ray trajectory on
g/vA50.0079 isosurface. ~Right! The
ideal growth rate as a function of tor-
oidal mode number, where V is ob-
tained by 3D ~squares!, 2D ~circles!,
and approximated 2D ~triangles! for-
mula. An LHD configuration with
p/p(0)5(12s2)2 pressure at ^b&
;1.0% is used.
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G~v¯ !57a2i14ta1ia1e /a0e , ~5!
H~v¯ !5~ 158 !a2e1~
1
2!~a1i23a1e!a1e /a0e , ~6!
a l j512v¯* j~11lh j!/v¯ , ~7!
A5~x82Bu/B2!uk’ /kau2, ~8!
k’ /ka5„z2q„u2q8~u2uk!„s , ~9!
kd52
x8









Here m0 is the permeability in vacuum, s is the normalized
toroidal flux, s5c/cedge , 2px is the poloidal flux, and u,z
are usual Boozer angle coordinates.34 q5c8/x8 is the safety
factor, B is the magnetic field strength, Bu5B„u
5x8/Ag , kn5kAg(„u3„z), kg5kAg(„s3„u) with
curvature vector k5(B/B)„(B/B), and Ag5(„s3„u
„z)21 is the Jacobian to the Boozer coordinates. Prime
denotes the derivative w.r.t s , and d/du5]/]u1q]/]z is the
derivative along a field line. The toroidal mode number nk
5ka , which should be given as an input, enters through the
diamagnetic frequency, v
* j . The density for species j isdenoted by n j , and t5Te /Ti , h j5d ln Tj /d ln nj , L5m/E
is the pitch angle variable with m5v’
2 /(2B) and E5v2/2
being the magnetic moment and the kinetic energy of a par-
ticle ~divided by m j), ^& denotes bounce average, and
^&[*u1
u2du@B/(Buv i)#/*u1
u2du@B/(Buv i)# with v i
5A2E(12LB), where all the sets of turning points along
the field line (u1 ,u2) are taken into account for a fixed L.
The overbar denotes the normalization for frequencies to the
Alfve´n frequency; v¯5v/vA with vA5B0 /(Am0miniR0),
and the magnetic field, the length, the current and the flux are
normalized to B0 , R0 , R0B0 and R0
2B0 , respectively. Here
R0 is the major radius defined by the center of the helical coil
and B0 is toroidally averaged magnetic field at R5R0 . The
second term is a pressure-driven term, which is the same as
that of the ideal model, and the third term represents the
inertia term. The fourth term is related to the fluid
compressibility,12 and the fifth term represents the effect of
the trapped electrons. In order to obtain Eq. ~3!, vdi /v ,
(k’r i)2/2 and b are also assumed to be smaller than unity so
that their effects ~ion magnetic drift and ion Larmor radius!
can be treated as small perturbations. Here vd j is given in
the Boozer coordinates as vd j52nk@E/(x8V jB)#@B2kd(2
2LB)2m0p8LB# , and r i;r th,i5v th,i /V i with V j
[e jB/m j being the Larmor frequency of species j . This is
valid for the MHD-like kinetic modes whose mode fre-
quency is of the order of vA .9
If we ignore the trapped electron term, Eq. ~3! can be
written in the form
dX/du52Kj , dj/du5X/A, ~12!
which is integrated by the fourth-order Runge–Kutta
method, from the boundaries u56umax with the boundary
condition j(6umax)50 and small dj(6umax)/du to the mid
point u50. The solutions j and v can be obtained by seeking
the zeroth of Z in the complex plane, defined by
Z~v![Fd ln~Re j!du G
u520
u510




as changing v5vr1ig as a complex parameter, which is
done by a routine based on the Muller method.35 To acceler-
ate the convergence, (nz11)a is multiplied by ZR and ZI in
each iteration of the v scan, where nz is the number of zeroth
of the real or imaginary part of j and a is a real number near
the unity, since we are interested in MHD-like modes with
zero node along a field line. By this constraint, more weak
modes such as what they call h i-driven KBM13 may be
eliminated from the analysis because they tend to be more
broad and oscillate along a field line.
In order to check the validity of frequency regime we
assume, the associated frequencies are shown in Fig. 4 for
the #14 and #24 equilibrium in the previous section. Here the
transit and helically bounce frequencies are shown, in addi-
tion to the ion diamagnetic frequency with nk51. The con-
dition, v,v te ,vbe is usually fulfilled. On the other hand,
v ti ,vbi,v maybe dubious when the mode frequency be-
comes low. As has often been discussed,9 the frequency be-
comes uvu*uv
*pi
/2u at the marginal stability. Thus we also
plot n lim given by n lim5v ti /(uv*pi /(2nk)u), i.e., when nk
*n lim , the intermediate regime, v*v ti , can be satisfied. In
both equilibria, n lim;10 at s;0.5 so that it may be consid-
ered that the use of the equation is invalid in the low-n
regime. However, as shown later, the magnitude of the real
frequency does not coincide with uv
*pi
/2u exactly but be-
comes higher; uvu*uv
*pi
u. Thus n lim*5 would be required
for the use of Eq. ~3!, except for the near core region. It is
noted that the bounce frequency for helically trapped ions is
rather high. This is because the M number of LHD is large,
M510. Thus in some cases, it may be considered that the
effects of trapped ions are significant. However, we will see
that the effects of trapped particles are slight even for the
trapped electrons.
FIG. 4. Frequencies normalized to the Alfve´n frequency in #14 ~left! and
#24 ~right! equilibrium at ^b&;1.8%. Transit and bounce frequencies are
plotted by solid and dashed lines, respectively, for electron ~ion! denoted by
circles ~squares!, and ion diamagnetic frequency uv
*i
u with nk51 is shown
by dash-dotted line. Critical n lim , over which the intermediate frequency
regime can be satisfied, is also shown by dotted line for right axis of ordi-
nate.
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In the following, we solve the KBM equation numeri-
cally, including the terms up to the third or fourth in the
left-hand side ~LHS! of Eq. ~3!. The fifth term will be treated
perturbatively.
IV. SIMPLIFID FLR CORRECTION TO THE IDEAL
MODES
The simplest kinetic model can be objectified by neglect-
ing the last two terms in Eq. ~3!, where only the ion finite
Larmor radius ~FLR! effect is included. In this case, the only
difference from the ideal ballooning equation assuming the
incompressibility is the inertia term, i.e., v2 in the ideal
model is replaced by v(v2v
*pi





(11h i). We call this model MI-1 model, as in
Ref. 10. Since the form of the equation is unchanged from
the ideal one, v(v2v
*pi
) is purely real. From this, it can be
understood that when the mode is unstable, vr5v*pi/2 and
g5A(gMHD)22(v*pi/2)
2 hold exactly. Here v5vr1ig ,
with vr being a real frequency and g being a growth rate,
and gMHD is a growth rate for the corresponding ideal mode.
In this model, the mode frequencies can be determined by
v
*pi
and gMHD only, so that we do not necessarily calculate
the frequencies in the complex plane. It is noted that the
growth rate of the kinetic is mode never beyond that of the
ideal mode in this model. In addition, the increase of uv
*i
u
}nk and u11h iu are simply stabilizing.
A difference between the kinetic and ideal MHD formu-
lations is that the toroidal mode number nk must be specified
for the former case. That is included in the diamagnetic fre-
quency, which has nk and s dependence, as shown in Eq. ~3!
and Fig. 4. Thus in order to obtain the quantization results,
this number should be consistent with the quantized toroidal
mode number n tor . For example, for a fixed nk , we can
quantize the growth rate and obtain the g-n tor curve, as in the
ideal case shown in the previous section. On that curve, the
only g(n tor5nk) point should be picked up as a quantized
result. Changing nk and iterating this procedure, we obtain
the finite n dependence of the kinetic growth rate.
In Fig. 5, the quantized growth rate is shown for the
MI-1 modes, as well as that for the ideal interchange modes,
in the same equilibria as in Fig. 2. Here only interchange-like
modes with weak a dependence are unstable, so that the
quantization is applicable. For both the ideal and MI-1
modes, the quantized growth rates show the decreasing de-
pendence with decreasing n tor , which is a typical result of
quantization. In addition, as is usual for the FLR stabiliza-
tion, the stabilizing FLR effect reduces the growth rate of the
MI-1 modes as n tor becomes high, As a result, it is shown
that the g-n tor curve for the kinetic mode has a peak,
whereas the ideal mode becomes more unstable with n tor . It
is noted that for the equilibrium with parabolic T profile ~#14
and #18!, T}12r2512s , the quantized MI-1 modes are
almost stabilized. This is because there are no intersecting
points of g-n tor curve and n tor5nk5const. This is a result of
the kinetic stabilization, and the difference between the con-
figurations is due mainly to the different ideal growth rates,
as shown in Fig. 2.
The MI-1 model is very simple, but only the stabilizing
effect is included. More exact results including the fourth
term in Eq. ~3! are shown in the next section.
V. COMPRESSIBLE EFFECT ON THE KINETIC
MODES
Here we consider the cases including the fourth term in
Eq. ~3!. It has been discussed in Refs. 12 and 36 that this
term is related to the perpendicular fluid compression in the
fluid model. In fact, the fourth term represents the finite fluid
compression approximately by ignoring the parallel com-
pression in the ideal MHD energy integral:1 ghpu„ju2
.ghpu„j’u2Þ0, together with a plausible assumption of
vanishing magnetic compression, (B2/m0)u„j’12k"j’u2
.0. Then in the MHD limit nk50, the fourth term is iden-
tified with the perpendicular compressibility, for a realistic
specific heat ratio, gh5(714t)/(414t).9 We call this
model the MI model, as in Ref. 10.
In this section, the #24 equilibrium is used, which has
broader pressure profile than that observed in typical experi-
ments so that a strong instability is expected. In Fig. 6, the nk
dependence of frequencies is shown for the ballooning
branch with uk50 ~squares! and the interchange branch with
uk5p ~circles!, at ^b&;3.6% and s50.645. The solid
~dashed! line corresponds to MI ~MI-1! model. The corre-
sponding ideal growth rate is also shown by dash-dotted line,
which formally corresponds to the nk50 in the MI-1 model.
As is noted in the previous section, the MI-1 mode is more
stable than the ideal mode for all nk , and the growth rate of
the MI-1 mode monotonically decreases with nk . On the
other hand, it can be seen that g-nk curves of the growth rate
for the MI mode have a peak, and the growth rates can ex-
ceed that of ideal modes for specific nk spectrum range.
As can be seen from the comparison of MI-1 and MI
growth rates, the inclusion of the compressible term can be-
FIG. 5. Quantized growth rate as a function of finite toroidal mode number.
Solid and dashed lines represent the growth rate for the ideal MHD ~inter-
change! modes, and squares, circles, and triangles are shown for the MI-1
modes at ^b&;1.8% in #24, #28, and #14 equilibria, respectively. ~The
MI-1 modes in #18 are stabilized.!
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come both stabilizing and destabilizing to the MI-1 modes,
depending on the range of nk . For the low nk , it is stabiliz-
ing against the MI-1 mode, and it turns into destabilizing
when the nk becomes high. Numerically, this can be under-
stood from the function G in Eq. ~3!, as noticed in Ref. 21
and originally emphasised in Ref. 9. For nk50, which for-
mally corresponds to the ideal modes, G becomes 714t ,
which is positive and so stabilizing. Therefore for low nk ,
the inclusion of the compressibility is stabilizing, as is usual
for the ideal modes. Oppositely, for the modes near the mar-
ginal stability with higher nk , with g;0 and vr;v*pi/2,
the function G becomes G;2@7(113h i)/(11h i)14t(1
1h i)(112t)/(11h i12t)# , which is negative and so de-
stabilizing. Therefore it follows that the critical nk over
which the MI modes are stabilized is always higher than that
of MI-1 modes.
It should be noted that the MI growth rates of the
interchange-like modes can exceed that of the ideal modes
sufficiently, while that of the ballooning-like modes is at
most comparable to that of ideal one, at the peak of g-nk
curve. The real frequencies are found to be not so different
for both the interchange and ballooning branches. Thus it is
considered that the real frequency is not sensitive to the
mode structure, and it is almost determined by v
*pi
and
equilibrium geometry. It is shown that the real frequencies of
the MI mode approach that of MI-1 mode, vr;v*pi/2, as
the nk increases. That is, the real frequency of the MI modes
becomes dispersionless toward the marginal stability, as does
that of the MI-1 modes.
In Fig. 7, the uk dependence of the MI frequencies with
nk510 at ^b&;1.8% ~squares! and ^b&;3.6% ~circles! are
plotted. The growth rate of the ideal mode is also shown. At
^b&;1.8%, the ballooning branch near uk;0 is still weak,
so that the ideal modes are interchange-like independent of
uk . In this case, the MI modes can become more unstable
than the ideal modes. At higher beta, ^b&;3.6%, the bal-
looning branch near uk;0 is more unstable than the inter-
change branch for the ideal mode. In this case, the MI
growth rate is more stable than the ideal growth rate, and this
is true for almost all nk , as seen in Fig. 6. As uk approaches
p, the modes are more unstable than the ideal one, as the
mode structure changes to be interchange-like. As a result,
the uk dependence of the growth rate becomes weaker by
including the kinetic compressible effects.
In Fig. 8, the a dependence of the MI frequencies with
nk510 at ^b&;3.6% is shown for ballooning and
interchange-like modes, together with the corresponding
ideal growth rates. As is expected from the case of the ideal
modes, the a dependence is stronger for the ballooning
branch than for the interchange one. However, again, the
dependence on the local parameter becomes weaker than that
of ideal modes, for both ballooning and interchange branch.
In Fig. 9, the ideal and real parts of the MI eigenfunction
are compared, for the ballooning (uk50) and interchange
(uk5p) branches. It is found that the eigenfunctions for the
ideal and MI modes are similar, and the MI eigenfunctions
FIG. 6. Frequencies as a function of nk in LHD with #24 pressure profile at
^b&;3.6%, at s50.645 and Ma5p . The frequencies for the MI-1 modes
are plotted by dashed lines, and that of the MI modes are plotted by solid
lines. The dash-dotted lines show the ideal growth rate. Ballooning branch
(uk50) is marked by squares, and interchange branch (uk5p) is marked
by circles. k’r i(u5uk) is also shown as the upper transverse axis in the
figures for the growth rates.
FIG. 7. Frequencies as a function of uk in #24 equilibrium at s50.645 with
Ma5p . The MI frequencies with nk510 are shown by circles for ^b&
;3.6% and squares for ^b&;1.8%. The ideal growth rate is also shown by
a dashed line (^b&;3.6%) and a solid line (^b&;1.8%).
FIG. 8. Frequencies as a function of a in #24 equilibrium at s50.645 at
^b&;3.6%. The MI frequencies with nk510 are shown by circles for bal-
looning branch (uk50) and squares for interchange branch (uk5p). The
ideal growth rate is shown by a dashed line (uk50) and solid line (uk
5p).
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for both branches are somewhat broader than the ideal eigen-
functions by the compressible effects. This supports the
above results because the dependence on the local param-
eters should be weak for more extended modes along a field
line. In addition, since the ballooning and interchange mode
is characterized by its localized and extended structure, the
variation of growth rates from the ideal growth rates seems
to be reasonable.
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the MI modes are stabilized
with increasing nk , at a fixed radial surface. Thus it is often
concluded that the FLR effects can stabilize the modes eas-
ily. However, when we see the radial dependence of growth
rates, the results are somewhat unexpected. In Fig. 10, the
radial dependence of MI frequencies in the interchange
branch are shown, in #24 equilibrium at ^b&;1.8%, with
different nk . In this figure, the validity of the frequency re-
gime for our KBM equation seems to be satisfied, because
uvru;2uv*piu, so that n lim , shown in the right frame of Fig.4, leads to a yield about four times the severe condition. It
can be seen that the instabilities survive as nk becomes high,
and the unstable range slides to the core region with high
pressure, where the ideal modes are stable. This is a conse-
quence of the compressibility }p(kd)2 in the kinetic model
and the curvature term plays a destabilizing role even if it is
favorable, kd.0, when combined with negative G at high
nk .
VI. EFFECT OF THE TRAPPED ELECTRON
As can be seen in Eq. ~3!, when the fifth term is in-
cluded, the equation takes the integro-differential form, i.e.,
the undetermined function j is in the integration. Thus we









































Here v¯0 and j0 is the frequency and eigenfunction of MI
mode, and dv¯ represents the variation of the frequency from
v¯0 by including the trapped electron term. The sum is taken
for the sets of turning points, and Pi is multiplied by the
factor of (B0 /R0)2 for our normalization in Sec. V.
In Fig. 11, the resulting growth rates perturbed by the
trapped electron term are shown, together with the MI
growth rates. For all nk , the effect is found to be slightly
stabilizing, as in tokamak plasmas.10 It can be seen that the
ballooning-like MI modes (uk50) are more affected by the
trapped electrons than the interchange-like one (uk5p).
This is reasonable, since the trapped particles are mostly lo-
cated in the outboard of the torus. In addition, the
ballooning-like modes are more localized, so that modes are
apt to resonate the bounce motion of trapped particles.
At all events, it is found that the variation is very small;
dg¯/g¯0 is a few percent. This may be due to the fact that the
eigenfunction of the KBM in LHD is extended over several
helical ripples, even for the ballooning-like modes. Thus it
seems to be enough to neglect the effect of the trapped elec-
trons for the KBM stability in LHD, insofar as we use Eq.
~3!. It is noted that the eigenfunction of the trapped electron
mode ~TEM! in LHD shown in Fig. 4 of Ref. 37 seems to be
much more localized than that here in Fig. 9. Of course, the
change of the marginal stability cannot be seen by the per-
FIG. 9. Eigenfunction of ideal and MI modes belonging to ballooning
branch (uk50) and interchange branch (uk5p). The ideal mode is shown
by a solid line, and real part of the MI mode with nk510 is shown by
dash-dotted line. The equilibrium and the parameters are same as those in
Fig. 6.
FIG. 10. Frequencies of MI modes belonging to interchange branch (uk
5p) as a function of s , in LHD with #24 pressure at ^b&;1.8%, for
various nk . The ideal growth rate is also shown by a dashed line.
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turbative method. In fact, the effects of the trapped particles
may become more significant for the modes in the lower
frequency regime. A more formal treatment would be re-
quired to consider such situations.
VII. COMPARISON WITH A COMPARABLE TOKAMAK
Here the KBM results of MI modes are compared in
between LHD and a circular tokamak. For the tokamak, R0
53.9@m# and a50.57@m# is assumed, which is comparable
to the LHD. The safety factor is assumed as 1&q&3, from
the axis to the edge, and the Mercier stability is assured. For
both LHD and tokamaks, the pressure profile is #14. Here we
concentrate on the localized ballooning type mode with uk
50.
In Fig. 12, the ideal growth rate is plotted for a tokamak
at ^b&;1.2% and LHD at ^b&;2.4%, where the beta value
is chosen such that the order of the growth rate is compa-
rable. In Fig. 13, the frequencies of the KBM in both con-
figurations at s50.635 are shown as a function of nk . The
dotted line is shown for the MI-1 model and the solid line is
shown for the MI model. Here v
*i
/nk and h i are artificially
taken to be the same for the tokamak and LHD in order to
make the comparison easy. Since the frequency of the MI-1
modes is uniquely determined by gMHD and v*pi[v*i(1
1h i), the MI-1 curves for both configurations almost coin-
cide.
On the other hand, the frequencies of the MI modes are
not similar in both configurations. Whereas the MI mode in
the tokamak is not so different from the MI-1 mode, the MI
mode in LHD is very different from the MI-1 mode. This is
ascribed to the difference of the curvature, since the differ-
ence between the MI and MI-1 models is a compressible
term, which is proportional to the square of the curvature
term, kd
2
. It can be understood that the order of kd for typical
helical systems can become locally larger than that of com-
parable tokamaks, because the helical plasma is twisted and
has the local ridge. It is interesting to note that similar results
were found for the ion temperature gradient ~ITG! modes in
the two-fluid model,8 although the equations for the KBM
and ITG are rather different.
As can be understood from the above discussions, the
deviation of the MI frequencies from the MI-1 frequencies is
dependent on the relative magnitude of the inertia to the
compressible term. For the small growth rate and moderate
real frequency, the inclusion of the compressible term will
affect the results significantly because the magnitude of the
inertia term is not so large. On the other hand, when the
FIG. 11. MI growth rates ~solid line! and its variation due to the trapped
electron effect ~dashed line!, as a function of nk . The ballooning and
interchange-like modes are shown by squares and circles, respectively. Equi-
librium and parameters are same as in Fig. 6.
FIG. 12. Ideal ballooning (uk50) growth rate as a function of s , in toka-
mak at ^b&;1.2% ~circles! and LHD at ^b&;2.4% ~squares! with #14
pressure.
FIG. 13. Frequencies of ballooning-like modes (uk50) as a function of nk ,
in tokamak ~triangles! and LHD ~squares! with #14 pressure, at s50.635.
The MI-1 frequencies are plotted by dashed lines and the MI frequencies are
plotted by solid lines.
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order of the real frequency becomes large with nk , the iner-
tia term dominates the compressible term, and the depen-
dence of the MI growth rates on nk would become similar to
those of MI-1 growth rates as the real frequencies normal-
ized to uv
*pi
/2u tend to be unity, as can be seen in Fig. 6 or
13. Furthermore, since the kd term is secular, the extended
modes along the field line would be more affected by the
compressibility. This may explain the results in Fig. 6 that
the interchange-like MI modes are apt to be more unstable
than the ideal modes. Physically, the finite perpendicular
fluid compressibility can cause the particle density to in-
crease in the narrow flux tubes. Since the eigenfunction in
the KBM equation is closely related to the circulating elec-
trons or perturbed parallel currents,10 this allows the mode to
be driven more. In fact we can see that the ratio of the imagi-
nary part to the real part of eigenfunction, which should be
unity in the ideal case, becomes larger than unity at finite nk ,
where the picture of the kinetics comes to front.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
By solving the standard KBM equation numerically, the
kinetic effects on the ideal ballooning and interchange/
Mercier modes are investigated in an L52 heliotron, LHD.
We show the growth rate for the finite toroidal mode number
n tor by the quantization condition, in the case that only ion
FLR effects are included ~MI-1 model!. As is the ideal case,
the quantized growth rate becomes small at the low n tor , in
addition to the FLR stabilizing effects at the moderate n tor .
When the finite electron compressibility effects are included
~MI model!, the stability can change further. For the low nk ,
with nk being the input toroidal mode number, the compress-
ibility is found to be stabilizing as in the ideal case. Thus the
low-n KBM instabilities are expected to be rather weaker
than the high-n ideal ballooning/Mercier instabilities, due to
the quantization plus compressible effects. On the other
hand, it is found that the plasma core region with high pres-
sure becomes unstable for high-nk modes, which is a conse-
quence of the destabilizing compressibility. The compress-
ibility turns into destabilizing as nk increases, so that the
competition between the stabilizing ion FLR effects and the
destabilizing electron compressibility determines the stability
of higher nk modes in the KBM equations. From the com-
parison of results in between tokamaks and LHD, the com-
pressibility influences the LHD more than the tokamak; the
low-nk modes are more stable, while the high-nk modes are
more unstable in LHD. This may be partly due to the larger
magnitude of the local curvature of the LHD than that of a
comparable tokamak. The effect of trapped electrons is found
to be small, so that it seems to be reasonable to neglect it in
LHD, at least for the stability of the KBM in the intermediate
frequency regime.
For the low-n MHD-like modes, our results are consis-
tent with the experimental results24 in that the activity is
weaker than that expected by the local/global MHD
stability.23,29–31,38 However, we cannot explain how danger-
ous the modes with more than moderate toroidal mode num-
ber are. It has also been reported that the instabilities are
relaxed in the nonlinear stage in LHD.39 It is desirable that
such modes be investigated experimentally.
We use the standard KBM equation in this study. How-
ever, there are many versions of the KBM equations with
many different approximations.9,13,15,16,33 For example, when
the mode frequency becomes very low and the frequency is
out of the intermediate range, we must use other equations
valid in the low frequency regime. Moreover, for the suffi-
ciently extended mode, such as the interchange mode near
the marginal stability, the assumption vd /v!1, which is
imposed in deriving the KBM equation, maybe invalid,33
where vd is the magnetic drift frequency. The comparison of
the results by other equations will be our future work.
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